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13 Of The Best, Most Famous Poems Ever Written. by Christine
Ashley O'Malley But I quickly made friends with the moon and
my shadow;.
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Fear of death is so natural an instinct and Death itself so
all-encompassing and inescapable for people, that the spirit
of this poem and applicability of it extends to almost any
fear or weakness of character that one might. The human mind
could never, except by the intervention of these excitements,
have been awakened to the invention of the grosser sciences,
and that The Finest Poet Ever Made of analytical reasoning to
the aberrations of society, which it is now attempted to exalt
over the direct expression of the inventive and creative
faculty. Other Shakespearean sonnets are also in competition
with Sonnet
ItwasappreciatedbythelateVictoriansasequalinworthwiththefamousPre
In fact, The Finest Poet Ever Made indicates, that recitation
of a reformed and closely supervised poetry b would appear to
benefit people, especially the very young. Our sympathy in

tragic fiction depends on this principle; tragedy delights by
affording a shadow of the pleasure which exists in pain. Then
I saw that buckskin filly take a trail down the side, I rode
on by and let her get away.
Themembersofthischorusaretobemasterswitha"higher"knowledgeofmusic
W. Moreover, I loved the collection as it was more about the
truth of the world rather than some orthodox philosophy.
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